Explaining the decrease in ISM lithium at super-solar metallicities in the solar vicinity
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ABSTRACT

We propose here that the lithium decrease at super-solar metallicities observed in high-resolution spectroscopic surveys can be explained by the interplay of mixed populations that originate in the inner regions of the Milky Way disk. The lower lithium content of these stars is a consequence of inside-out disk formation plus radial migration. In this framework, local stars with super-solar metallicities would have migrated to the solar vicinity and depleted their original lithium during their travel time. To obtain this result, we took advantage of the AMBRE catalog of lithium abundances combined with chemical evolution models that take into account the contribution to the lithium enrichment by different nucleosynthetic sources. A large proportion of migrated stars can explain the observed lower lithium abundance at super-solar metallicities. We stress that no stellar model is currently able to predict Li-depletion for these super-solar metallicity stars, and solar Li-depletion has to be assumed. In addition, no solid quantitative estimate of the proportion of migrated stars in the solar neighborhood and their travel time is currently available. Our results illustrate how important it is to properly include radial migration when chemical evolution models are compared to observations, and that in this case, the lithium decrease at larger metallicities does not necessarily imply that stellar yields have to be modified, contrary to previous claims in the literature.
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1. Introduction

The chemical evolution of the Milky Way (MW) lithium abundance is still a matter of debate. Recent high-resolution spectroscopic surveys have reported that the interstellar medium (ISM) lithium content of the MW disk in the solar vicinity decreases at super-solar metallicities ([M/H] > 0.0 dex). Delgado Mena et al. (2015) were the first to state that lithium tend to decrease for [M/H] > 0, for which result they used high-resolution spectra. This result has been confirmed by Guiglion et al. (2016) using HARPS, FEROS, and UVES spectroscopic data from the AMBRE project (de Laverny et al. 2012). These data cover a wider range in metallicity, up to [M/H] ~ 0.45 dex. The lithium decrease at super-solar metallicity was then observed by Fu et al. (2018) using Gaia-ESO spectroscopic data and by Bensby & Lind (2018) based on high-resolution data from various spectrographs (such as MIKE and FEROS).

This decrease is puzzling because standard chemical evolution models point toward a monotonic increase in lithium with metallicity (Romano et al. 2001; Prantzos 2012). Fu et al. (2018) suggested a possible connection with a reduced nova outburst rate at super-solar metallicity. With the ad hoc assumption of a significant reduction of the Li yields above solar metallicity, Prantzos et al. (2017) reproduced such a decreases in lithium abundance at super-solar metallicity. However, previous stellar nucleosynthesis studies pointed out an increase in lithium yields for [M/H] > 0 (see, e.g., Karakas & Lugaro 2016). When we study the Galactic lithium evolution with metallicity, we have to keep in mind that lithium is easily depleted in stellar interiors throughout the life of the star. Moreover, some lithium can be produced at specific stages of stellar evolution. The stellar lithium content cannot be assumed to be representative of the Li abundance of the ISM material from which the star was formed. Because of the broad spread in lithium for a given metallicity, it is important to only consider dwarf stars with the highest lithium, corresponding to those that have destroyed at least their photospheric lithium and have synthesized none. In practice, when predictions from a Galactic chemical evolution model are compared to the observations, the upper envelope of the data for dwarf stars needs to be considered (this is believed to be closer to the original lithium in the ISM) as a function of metallicity.

In this paper, we provide an explanation for the lithium decrease observed in super-solar metallicity thin-disk stars based on the AMBRE lithium catalog of Guiglion et al. (2016), the Galactic chemical evolution model for the thin disk of Chiappini (2009), and our current understanding of the chemodynamic evolution of our Galaxy (Minchev et al. 2013, 2014a; Kubryk et al. 2015). In Sect. 2 we present lithium patterns in...
different MW disk populations, and in Sect. 3 we explain the
decrease in lithium boundary at high metallicities as due to the
presence of old stars (τ > 5 Gyr) that originate in the very inner
regions that have a lower lithium content than locally born solar-
vicinity stars.

2. ISM lithium abundance in the MW disk

We used the AMBRE catalog of lithium abundances from
Guiglion et al. (2016). This catalog contains chemical abun-
dances of lithium and their non-local thermal equilibrium
(NLTE) corrections, derived homogeneously from ESO HARPS,
FEROS, and UVES spectra. The atmospheric parameters have
been derived by Worley et al. (2012, 2016) and De Pascale et al.
(2014), and can be found in the publicly available catalog from
Guiglion et al. (2018), with detailed chemical abundances of
s- and r-process elements. In this study, we selected dwarf
stars (log(g) > 3.5) for which lithium abundance and NLTE
corrections were available, excluding upper limits. We focused
on the best stellar parameters and lithium abundances, that is,
on stars with AMBRE QUALITY_FLAG=0 (see Worley
et al. (2012) for more details on this parameter). We rejected
the coolest dwarf stars (T_{eff} < 5300 K) with a deeper convective
zone (which results in higher lithium destruction). The median signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of our final sample is 105.

As recently demonstrated by Anders et al. (2018), the use
of the dimensionality reduction algorithm t-SNE\(^1\) method (see
Sect. 3) allows a more robust definition of subpopulations in
abundance space. For this technique to work, it is crucial to
confine the analysis to narrow regions in atmospheric-parameter
space to avoid spurious abundance trends induced by differ-
ences in atmospheric parameters. Although we do not have all
the detailed chemical information to be able to compute the
t-SNE subpopulations for our sample, we can use those found
in Anders et al. (2018) for guidance because the two samples
(the sample studied by Anders et al. and ours) are consistent in
terms of abundance range and atmospheric parameters (see their
Fig. 2, using data from Delgado Mena et al. (2017)).

Therefore, we chemically identified the MW disk popula-
tions in the [\alpha/Fe] vs. [M/H] chemical space (e.g., Fuhrmann
1998, 2011; Minchev et al. 2015; Martig et al. 2016; Kawata
and Chiappini 2016 using the same definitions as in Guiglion et al.
2016, see their Fig. 10 and their Sect. 6.2 for more details).
We find that the thin and chemical thick disks are fully consist-
ent with those of Anders et al. (2018). The main difference is
that through the t-SNE method, Anders et al. (2018) also consist-
ted that a metal-rich \(\alpha\)-rich population (so-called mr\(\alpha\), Adibekyan
et al. 2011), which we here now also include by defining as
super-solar metallicity stars all thin disk stars with [M/H] >
0.2 dex and solar \(\alpha\)-element abundance. Once again, this is possi-
able because the atmospheric parameters and chemical abun-
dances in AMBRE are consistent with the study of Delgado
Mena et al. (2017) (see Guiglion et al. 2018 for more details).
The resulting chemical patterns are presented in the left panel
of Fig. 1.

After we defined the sub-populations and in order to trace the
lithium abundance of the ISM as a function of metallicity, we
followed the same procedure as Lambert & Reddy (2004) and
Guiglion et al. (2016): we binned the AMBRE data in metal-
licity, and computed an average lithium abundance for the six
stars with the highest lithium abundance in a given metallicity
bin. The NLTE lithium abundance as a function of [M/H] of our
sample is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1, with different colors
corresponding to the four populations identified in the left panel.
The resulting trends in ISM lithium abundance for the four pop-
ulations are overplotted with the colored lines, with error bars
corresponding to the standard deviation of the six stars in each
metallicity bin.

The thick-disk lithium envelope first rises from \(A_{Li}^{NLTE} \sim 2\) dex at [M/H] = \(-1\) dex to \(A_{Li}^{NLTE} \sim 2.4\) dex at [M/H] = \(-0.2\) dex. The thin-disk lithium envelope shows an increase of
about 1 dex and reaches the meteoric abundance at solar metal-
licity. The envelope for the mr\(\alpha\) stars reaches that of the thin
disk at solar metallicity and clearly decreases by about 0.20 dex
at [M/H] \sim +0.3 dex. In the metal-rich solar-\(\alpha\) population, the
lithium content is clearly lower than in the mr\(\alpha\) stars and in
the thin-disk stars with solar metallicity. The trends presented
here remain the same when the slope of the chemical separa-

tion is slightly varied and the bin size of the metallicity axis
is changed. In addition, low statistics is unlikely to degrade
the observed trends because the proportion of stars (4\%) with
\(A_{Li}^{NLTE} > 3.0\) dex is the same for both \(\sim 0.1 < \) [M/H] \(< +0.1\) dex
and [M/H] \> +0.1 dex. The lithium decrease is therefore not due
to a poor sampling of the metal-rich populations.

3. Explaining the lithium decrease at super-solar
metallicity

The answer to why in the metal-rich [\alpha/Fe]-rich (green) and
super-metal-rich solar-\(\alpha\) (magenta) populations Li decreases with metallicity involves three different processes that are
simultaneously at work: (1) the Li-enrichment in the ISM by
different stellar sources (e.g., Prantzos et al. 2017), (2) the Li
depletion throughout the evolution of the star (e.g., Lagarde
et al. 2012), and (3) the fact that the more metal-rich stars
are not the youngest stars, as has been shown observation-
ally (e.g., Casagrande et al. 2011; Trevisan et al. 2011; Anders
et al. 2017a) and explained theoretically by the process of radial
migration (e.g., Roškar et al. 2008; Schönrich & Binney 2009;

In Fig. 2 we illustrate the points made above and investigate
the feasibility of our explanation quantitatively as well. Although
the Li-enrichment is mostly well understood, large uncertain-
ties still prevent a detailed quantification of the effects of
Li-depletion and radial migration from pure theoretical
arguments. In the case of the two latter processes, we therefore
use empirical data to guide our estimates.

3.1. Lithium enrichment

In Fig. 2 we show chemical evolution tracks for three different
radial bins centered on \(R = 2, 4,\) and 8 kpc and the data described
in Fig. 1. The theoretical curves are color-coded by age, corre-
sponding to the color bar. These tracks were computed using the
Galactic chemical evolution model of Chiappini (2009) (see also
Minchev et al. 2013 for more details). In this model, the Galac-
tic disk is divided into rings of 2 kpc width that evolve indepen-
dently (i.e., without radial gas flows) in an inside-out fashion
(Matteucci & Francois 1989). This allows us to track the con-
tributors to the ISM lithium enrichment with time and radius.
The nucleosynthesis prescriptions for lithium adopted in the
Chiappini (2009) model are the same as in the best model of

\(^{1}\) t-distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (Van der Maaten &
Hinton 2008).
Lithium depletion does not appear to increase for more metal-rich stellar models that include rotation and thermohaline mixing, the Sun or predict Li-depletion in stellar interiors during the main-sequence phase. No stellar evolution tracks clearly show that the onset of the strong Li increase, mainly powered by the contribution of long-lived sources such as AGBs and novae (depending on the details of the chemical evolution model adopted) occurs at higher metallicities for the innermost regions (a consequence of the higher star formation rates; see, e.g., Matteucci & Brocato 1990; Minchev et al. 2013, 2014b, 2018; Anders et al. 2018) and chemodynamical models (Minchev et al. 2013, 2014b, 2018; Anders et al. 2017a). The chemical evolution tracks clearly show that the onset of the strong Li increase is illustrated in Fig. 2), which implies a ~2.2 dex depletion during 4.5 Gyr of evolution (illustrated by the dashed arrow at [Fe/H] = 0).

3.3. Effect of radial migration

As clearly shown by both observations (e.g., Casagrande et al. 2011; Trevisan et al. 2011; Anders et al. 2017a) and chemodynamical models (Minchev et al. 2013, 2014b), the most metal-rich stars (those with [Fe/H] > 0.25) are typically 5–10 Gyr old. Therefore all of them will have depleted their lithium by large amounts (as discussed in b). It follows that the lithium decrease at super-solar metallicities that is observed in the solar neighborhood might be explained by radial migration, that is, that these stars were not born locally (Minchev et al. 2013, 2014b, 2018; Anders et al. 2018, Chiappini et al., in prep.). These stars will have systematically lower lithium than young stars that were born at the solar radius (here illustrated by the $R = 8$ kpc curve).

4. Conclusion

We have chemically characterized four Milky Way disk populations using a classical chemical criterion in the well-known $\alpha$/Fe vs. [M/H] plane: a thin disk, a chemical thick disk, a metal-rich $\alpha$-rich population, and a super-metal-rich solar-$\alpha$ population ([M/H] > 0.2 dex). These populations and chemical patterns are consistent with the recent analysis of Anders et al. (2018) and Chiappini et al. (in prep.). For these four distinct populations, we took advantage of the AMBRE catalog of lithium abundances from Guiglion et al. (2016) to trace the lithium abundance in the ISM as a function of metallicity. We showed that stars migrating from the innermost parts of the Galactic disk...
Fig. 2. Lithium abundance vs. metallicity for the thin-disk (blue dots), a metal-rich α-rich population (green dots) and a super-metal-rich solar-α population (pink dots) characterized in Fig. 1. We show a Galactic chemical evolution model of the thin disk (Chiappini 2009), for three different galactocentric bins of 2 kpc width (centered at 2, 4, and 8 kpc), color-coded by age. First, inside-out chemical evolution models predict the knee of the lithium tracks to occur at higher metallicities for the innermost zones because star formation is more efficient (illustrated by the horizontal thick arrow). Second, the internal depletion of lithium in the Sun is illustrated by the vertical dashed arrow, from the meteoric abundance to the photospheric one. Third, current data suggest super-metal rich stars to be older than ∼5 Gyr, which implies a further lithium decrease due to depletion. These old ages can be understood in the context of radial migration. However, because there is no lithium depletion model at super-solar metallicities, we have assumed this depletion to be equal to the solar one (vertical thick arrow).

(birth radii < 2 kpc) will have low lithium. If confirmed by stellar age-dating, this finding would rule out the need of modifying stellar yields at super-solar metallicity.

This work illustrates the effect that more robust definitions of MW stellar populations (allowed by methods such as the t-SNE; Anders et al. 2018; Chiappini et al., in prep) can have on the recent claim that a Li decline in super-solar metallicity stars found by many authors (Delgado Mena et al. 2015; Guiglion et al. 2016; Fu et al. 2018) would imply a revision of the lithium stellar yields at high metallicities. As shown in Anders et al. (2018) and Chiappini et al. (in prep.), the most metal-rich thin-disk stars have most probably migrated from inner disk regions (as has been indicated by previous observations such as Casagrande et al. 2011; Trevisan et al. 2011, and Anders et al. 2017b; see the discussion in Chiappini 2015), and cannot be modeled as part of a local thin disk without taking into account the fact that stars move out of their birth places, as is clearly shown by chemodynamical models (Minchev et al. 2013, 2014b, 2018). It is also consistent with the kinematics found in super-solar metallicity stars in the solar neighborhood, see, e.g., Wojno et al. (2018).
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